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High-octane Robot
Restaurant.
Opposite: The
line-up at Ginza
Sushi Ichi.
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Tokyo is a megalopolis of
opposites. Inspired by the
surrealist imaginings of Haruki
Murakami, Stephanie Zubiri
bounces between the
improbably perfect and the
utterly absurd, hoping for the
trip to never end.
photographed by shinsuke
matsukawa

I WASN’T SURE IF IT WAS THE
COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF SAKE
WE DRANK OVER DINNER
or the psychedelic laser lights that fried my neurons but I
had to blink several times in disbelief at what I was seeing.
It couldn’t possibly be. Was that really a gorilla flying
across the room hanging on to a giant butterfly? In the
short span of a few hours, I had come from the pristine,
temple-like interiors of a tucked-away sushi bar—devoid of
any adornment or ambience, meant to keep the focus on the
glistening pieces of Neptunian perfection on your plate—to
a world of fem-bots, giant anacondas and Tron-like vehicles
where the adjective “wild” doesn’t even come close.
Welcome to Tokyo. Where the lines of the time and space
continuum are perpetually blurred and each small side
street or narrow door could be an unsuspecting wormhole
into another dimension. I had come in search of the
surreal, the existential… the moments that made up all
those Haruki Murakami novels I devoured as an
adolescent. What I found instead was even better, a world
where reality surpasses fiction, where various timelines
existed simultaneously and glimpses of the past and the
future could happen within seconds of each other. If, as
Murakami put it, “time really is one big continuous cloth,”
then this city would be done up in intricate weaves and
folds, not unlike an elaborate kimono… layer upon
crisscrossing layer coming together at the one special point
where chaos and harmony are synonymous.

“No matter how far you travel
you can never get away from yourself.”
–After the Quake
It all started rather tamely. I had arrived alone, and I found
myself perplexedly roaming around the streets of
Roppongi Hills. Chic women clad in Burberry, dandy men
in bespoke suits, the seemingly out-of-place scent of rich
butter and freshly baked pastries in the air. I leaned over
the edge of the building at the foot of the Mori Art Museum
looking at the sun-setting sky change color, dusk slowly
enveloping the Tokyo Tower. Was I really in Tokyo? Where
were all the crazy intersections and Harajuku girls? I felt
more like I was in the posh Seventh Arrondissement of
Paris, reliving my student days except that someone had
painted the Eiffel Tower red and white. A strange feeling of
déjà vu washed over me, a feeling of being neither here nor
there… and yet there was nowhere else I ought to be. And so
there I stood, disoriented by the calm.
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Clockwise from top left: A fat cat guards his lair; beef, glorious beef, at Yoroniku; bustling through the Tokyo metro.

From left: Tokyo Tower at night; a slurp-worthy bowl at Ramen Nagi Golden Gai; the 1950s-vibe Old Imperial Bar.

“‘For a while’ is a phrase whose length can’t be measured.”
–South of the Border, West of the Sun
Parallel to the big, crazy, futuristic city buzzing with neon
lights and busy people are pockets where time is incredibly
slow. Fat, lustrous cats, lazing on the fringes of crowded
streets with all-knowing looks on their faces… The stillness
of newlyweds in full traditional regalia offering prayers at
the Meiji Shrine minutes away from Shibuya… A kimonoclad woman, her thick hair impeccably piled high on her
head as she shuffles through the narrow lanes adjacent to
Ginza—a moving tableau of elegance and timelessness.
When you purchase anything in this town make sure
you are not in a hurry. Whether it is a cashmere scarf or a
pair of hand-painted chopsticks or a couple of cookies to
nibble on, each item is carefully, lovingly wrapped, tied
with a bow, then presented to you with two hands as if it
were the most precious thing in the world. The same goes
for your drinks. The bar at the Imperial Hotel is like a scene
from the late 1950s. Silver-haired gentlemen in doublebreasted suits, their gold buttons glistening through
cigarette smoke languidly swirling in the air. Women in
demure cocktail dresses or muted kimonos daintily sipping
from cut crystal glasses. People huddled together deep in
conversation. After a while, a very long while, my martini
arrived. Not one bead of condensation slid down the glass.
It was a thing of perfection. It was smoother than a baby’s
bottom and as dry as what the British like to call humor.
No wonder it took so long. I realized there was only one
bartender. He looked ancient and yet seemed like he never
aged, as if he were the eternal soul of the entire
establishment, every stir with purpose, every pour decisive
and every shake precise—as if every beverage he made
would be his final masterpiece.

I stared at each
morsel with
mixed
emotions. I
longed for it, I
glorified it and I
mourned its
loss even before
it was gone
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“A certain type of perfection can only be realized through a
limitless accumulation of the imperfect.”
–Kafka on the Shore
Everything was done the same way, down to the paper-thin
slices of fried garlic at the teppanyaki joints. And the sushi:
each piece served like a rare gem, painstakingly prepared
in front of you and reverently presented one by one. Tuna
belly so marbled it was white with just the softest tinge of
blush. Uni so plump and vibrant it was obscene. The most
boring tamago elevated to ecstatic heights. Nothing,
however, beats the experience at Yoroniku. “Nice to meat
you” were the only English words on the menu. An
illustration of a cow and its cuts replaced the usual listings.
My friend had explained to me that we would be having one
bite of each different section of the same cow.
But not just any cow. “A super virgin baby calf that never
had any stress in its life.”
Would I eat tongue? Offal? How could I say no? I had to
honor the death of this super virgin baby calf by tasting
each of its parts placed in front of me.
DJ and nightclub-owner turned chef and restaurateur,
Ban-sama has a stern face. “Don’t ask for extra sauce or do
anything he doesn’t tell you to do,” my other friend
whispered to me. “He yelled at me the last time I was here.
Frankly, I’m a bit afraid of him.” The dinner unfolded in a
dictatorial manner, Ban-sama cooking each piece with an
almost delirious intensity. “Eat this. One bite. No sauce,” he
barked at us. “Roll two times in sauce. Eat two bites.” “Bit of
salt. Squeeze lemon, eat all.” After everyone did as they
were told, he paused with his eyebrow slightly raised and
observed with the same all-knowing look of those Tokyo
cats. The oohs and ahhs around him were expected.

The beef was incredible. Melt in your mouth, buttery
richness. Some pieces had no sauce, salt or anything, they
summited the pinnacle of savory, beefy goodness solo.
Some were so ethereal the closest adjective we could find
was “fluffy.” Yes, fluffy beef. I was on a high—though
perhaps my cholesterol levels had soared me into a haze.
Just one bite, then no more? Really? I stared at each morsel
with mixed emotions. I longed for it, I glorified it and I
mourned its loss even before it was gone.
And just when I thought everything was beyond perfect,
he began to cook a leaf of meat in a barely simmering bowl
of sukiyaki broth, dipping it rhythmically… One. Two.
Threeee… Placing it in a bowl with a raw egg yolk and
shaving a mountain of black truffles on top, each sliver
falling down gently, caressing the top of the beef, the heady
scent enveloping it… A climactic encounter reminding me
of the Japanese concept of ichi-go ichi-e, treasuring that
special moment of meeting… often translated as “for this
time only.” It was the essence of Murakami’s words in one
amazing mouthful: “The pure present is an ungraspable
advance of the past devouring the future. In truth, all
sensation is already a memory.”
Yes, little cow, it was truly nice to meat you.

“Taking crazy things seriously is a serious waste of time.”
–Kafka on the Shore
After dinner led us to our hotel bar, The Oak Door. We were
sipping drinks, making up stories, more interesting the
later it got, about the transient clientele. One man, massive,
towering, in a bright purple suit with crocodile shoes and
tons of bling. He sported a pageboy and shiny aviators. ➔

From left: Impeccable cocktails at The Oak Door; don’t mess with the action heroes manning the counter at Ramen Nagi.
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From left: Just part of the Robot Restaurant routine; plump, ocean-fresh uni at Ginza Sushi Ichi.

He looked like an extra-flamboyant Barry White. I looked
down at my perfectly crisp bubbly and everyone else’s
impeccable cocktails and something gnawed at me.
Everything was too impeccable. Hello, Tokyo? Where is
your crazy?! Barry White was weird, but I wanted the wild
and unimaginable. Fueled by sake and doped up on
cholesterol, I pushed and prodded my friends to join the
quest. The portals to the unknown were firmly locked but
tequila was the key. Tequila opens all doors. We all shouted
in unison: “All the way or no way!”
We found ourselves in the cornucopia of the strange, the
land of Robot Restaurant, where the walls of the receiving
area looked like the work of a hallucinating tattoo artist,
golden faux Louis XIV chairs stood at attention, and tiny
dinosaurs pushed stale peanuts around the table. And just
when I thought it couldn’t get weirder, it did: mirrored
unicorns, alien tribes, giant snakes fighting against
futuristic robots. I doubled over laughing at the sheer
incredulity of it all. The night was young, so were we and
we felt invincible. We had just helped a gorilla with a
butterfly save the world. We had to do what champs did and
sing about it.
Right. No trip to Tokyo is complete without karaoke. To
be honest, I didn’t know what time it was or where we were.
All I knew was that we were huddled in a tiny, dingy room
wearing hotel slippers with our evening wear, staring at a
menu that included a wine list worthy of a Michelinstarred restaurant. Chateau Margaux 2000, anyone? No, we
were drunk and cheap. Beer and more tequila did the trick,
allowing us to believe we were superstars.

“The light of morning decomposes everything.”
–A Wild Sheep Chase
I woke up looking like a sad raccoon. My make-up and
ponytail were disasters. I tried to make sense of what
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happened. Any clarity I might have had left went out the
window with that last shot of tequila. I remember staring
down at it, looking through the golden liquid and thickbottomed shot glass at my hotel slippers thinking to myself,
“All the way… or something.”
I downed it. After that all I recall is stumbling down
some narrow, smoky streets and jamming into tiny bars
crammed with people. I think there was a mis-encounter
with some ramen?
It was a rude awakening. Literally. We had barely slept
and had to make our way to the airport to catch our flight
home. Yes, we were still intoxicated. But more than that, we
were intoxicated by the city. Yearning to come back even
before we had left. +

+

T L Guide
The Oak Door Bar 6F Grand
Hyatt Tokyo, 6-10-3 Roppongi,
Minato, Tokyo; 81-3/43338784; 11:30 a.m. to 1 a.m.;
cocktails for two ¥3,300.
Old Imperial Bar Imperial
Hotel Tokyo, 1-1-1,
Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda, Tokyo;
81-3/3539-8088; 11:30 a.m.
to midnight; drinks for two
¥1,960, reservations
recommended.
Voice Private Living 6F UM
Nishiazabu Bldg. 5, 4-2-2
Nishiazabu, Minato; 813/5778-4707; voicenishiazabu.com; karaoke rooms
¥1,600 per hour for women and
¥1,800 per hour for men.
Robot Restaurant B2
Shinjuku Robot Bldg., 1-7-1
Kabukicho, Shinjuku; 813/3200-5500; shinjuku-robot.

com; entry ¥7,000 per person,
add bento meal ¥1,000.
Ramen Nagi Golden Gai 2F
1-1-10 G2 St., Kabukicho,
Shinjuku; 81-3/3205-1925;
n-nagi.com/english; bowls of
ramen from ¥800.
Ginza Sushi Ichi 1F 3-4-4
Ginza, Chuo; 81-3/3567-0014;
ginza-sushiichi.jp/english;
lunch sets from ¥4,000,
omakase dinner from ¥15,000
per person.
Sushi Yoshitake 3F Suzuryu
Bldg., 8-7-19 Ginza, Chuo;
81-3/6253-7331; sushiyoshitake.com; omakase dinner
from ¥23,000 per person.
Yoroniku B1 LunaRossa
Minamiaoyama, 6-6-22
Minamiaoyama, Minato;
81-3/3498-4629; nice to
“meat” you menu from ¥9,000.

